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If you're interested in learning more about Scientology before you embark on a personal journey

towards a more meaningful existence, then this book is for you!Read on your PC, Mac, smart

phone, tablet, or Kindle device.Because Scientology is not exactly a mainstream religion, there are

conflicting impressions about it. In some cultures, Scientology is classified as religion, while others

believe it to be a cult. Still, some groups see it as a commercial enterprise, while others claim itâ€™s

a non-profit organization. This just proves that most people donâ€™t fully understand Scientology.

However, the believers and followers of Scientology - including many famous celebrities such as

Tom Cruise, John Travolta, Kelly Preston and Kirstie Alley, just to name a few - claim it to be a

religion following the intent and of the original founder. This book was written for those who want to

learn what the Church of Scientology represents, and the basic principles and beliefs of Scientology.

I intend to help clarify any incorrect perceptions while revealing what Scientology is really all about.

Continue reading to discover the reason behind this oft-misjudged practice once and for all.Here Is

A Preview Of What You'll Learn...What is Scientology?The Fundamental Beliefs and

PrinciplesUnderstanding Scientology and Its PracticesThe Holidays of ScientologyHow Scientology

Relates to Other ReligionsTypical Religious CeremoniesControversies Involving ScientologyOther

Important Pointers about ScientologyMuch, much more!Download your copy today!
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A concise, cursory overview of scientology for a person who just wants some working information

about the beliefs and philosophies behind Scientology. The most I had ever heard about it is what I

had heard on television involving Tom Cruise and John Travolta, so this book gave me a much

better understanding of what Scientology is. Very interesting and short read!

I came across a lot of interesting facts when reading this book and I really like the author's way to

write so everyone can understand. It gave me all the information I needed for my school project

about scientology so I found it very useful and enjoyable as well. I give this book five stars out of five

because I really learned a lot by reading it.

I was interested to see what exactly scientology was all about. I'm glad i got the small guide as i

know have a better understanding of it's concept. The guide is clearly layed out and answered the

most common questions around scientology.

I thought I knew what scientology was about and I got this book just to learn more because i am

really interested in different religions. All I had ever heard from other people was clearly ignorance

because this book gives you a great look into what scientology is all about and it was actually a

really awesome read!

This is a short information book about scientology that clears some of the misunderstanding that

exists around this topic. It explains the differences with other religions and gives an unbiased

explanation.

I have negative perception about Scientology. But this book sort of changes my perception about it.

It is not a novel religion. The foundation is strong but still...It will not be reason enough for me to

change religion. I just read this book because it is informative. It is impartial too which is something

that other write ups about Scientology do not strive to be.



My interest here is purely due to my lack of knowledge on Scientology. If you do not know about

scientology, maybe you too should take a look as it will bring an eye opening experience for you. It

certainly did for me.

This book served as a good introduction to the religion of Scientology. The book outlines neatly how

this practice is deeply entrenched in the philosophy of connectedness, transcendence of the soul,

and a belief that humans exists in different ways, in worlds of matter, spirit and cosmic space. It was

pretty intriguing to read about the ceremonies of marriage, Sunday and even naming. I liked how the

author refers to a variety of resources, which are tenets of the religion. I enjoyed reading the 'points'

at the end, which capture crisply the essence of Scientology.
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